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ECT Editorial

Pulse The Cognitive Effects of ECT: Bridging the

`apy Instrument
Gap Between Research and Clinical Practice

gy, Ultimate
The two greatest drawbacks to ECT are the risk of early relapse and the effects on

id Portability cognition. Both areas are the subject of intensive study, and much progress has been made

in each. The study of cognition and ECT is fraught with several peculiar problems, among

them that I memory is remarkably complex, 2 neuropsychologists have great difficulty

tvi agreeing on methods of assessment, and 3, there is much "hysteria" involved in discus

sions of ECT's effects on memory. As practitioners in the field, we can improve the

situation

by careful pre-treatment discussions with our patients, and by making an effort

to develop a reasonable bedside cognitive assessment method.

My thoughts have been stimulated by reading Aftershock by "Ellen Wolfe" a pseu

donym 1969. It is an excellent account of a patient's subjective experience of memory

Actual
disruption after ECT. To me it seems factual and non-"hysterical." For example, she

describes an event which occurred soon after completin° her course of ECT:
Joules

Delivered
There was no point to trying to read the [newsJpaper unless David [her husband] was around

to fish me out of the muddles I fell into while reading. Example: I plodded through an article

on Lyndon B. Johnson. It was the writer's opinion that he was sure to receive the Democratic

Party's nomination at the coming convention. When I had finished reading the article, 1 said

to David in the untroubled voice I use to ask any reasonable question: "1 don't understand.

Doesn't Kennedy want to be reelected?"

David was very good at handling such moments. He made his voice as matter-of-fact as his

explanations. "Kennedy is dead. He was shot last November-in Dallas."

mic Impedance. But of course. Everyone knows that. Another large fact Ihad forgotten. My reaction was

always the same: a kind of slow, agonized mental blush. I could never believe that David was

ild dynamic not as frightened as I was by the incidents. It was all very well to keep saying, `Your memory

ing treatment, will come hack'-but would it? I wondered.

levels desired /1 .

I The experience Mrs. Wolfe describes is a very severe case-likely the result of a

series of treatments with high-dose bilateral sine wave ECT. Other factors contributing

ipletely isolated I to her memory loss would include the severity of her manic psychosis and the attendant

V,, state-dependent learning, medications, etc.. Such extreme ECT effects would be very

unlikely with modern ECT technique, but the patient's experience is, nonetheless, highly

ted and delivered, instructive.

Lient impedance, "Mrs. Wolfe" claimed that she was ill prepared for the effects of ECT-no one told

her what to expect. Perhaps it was such experiences that led the first APA task force on

ECT APA, 1978 to recommend explicit education about side-effects and the use uf a

0rderi , formal, written consent. In the study, "Patients: Experiences of and Attitudes to Electro

convulsive Therapy," Freeman and Kendell 1986 note. "It is clear that patients wish to

lation
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be told more about the treatment." Nowadays, we do tell patients what to expect and

everyone is better for it. Preparing a patient and his/her family for the predictable,

expectable, and largely stereotyped effects of ECT on memory and other domains of
or t

cognition is honcst, necessary, and helpful. It leads to realistic expectations for the treat

ment, and can help the patient and family prepare for the immediate post-ECT period.

Disappointment and fear are decreased and some practical steps towards restoration of

memory coaching, list-making, and "filling-in" by family and friends can be planned.

While we know a great deal about the relative effects on cognition of electrode place

ment Weiner, 1986, stimulus type Weiner, 1986; Squire, 1986, stimulus dose Sackeim Folsrei

et al., 1993, interval between treatments Shapira et al., 1991; Lerer, et al., 1995, etc., we oi p

do not yet have the ability to predict which patients will have the most difficulty with Franke

effects on cognition. In all cases, we should be prepared to measure an individual's FreZ

response during the treatment course. Although this can be approximated with current coin

tools and good clinical care, we need a better, dedicated ECT cognition assessment
Lerer I

battery. ECT

Why is no such battery widely available? Clearly, we know much about ECT's effects Maliti

on cognition. Some examples of the sophisticated knowledge are found in the section on 46

neuropsychological effects of ECT in the 1986 Nesv York Academy of Sciences mono-

graph Malitz and Sackeim, 1986, and Sackeim's review chapter in cognitive Disorder: Sackei.

Pathophysiology and Treatment 1992. But ask any neuropsychologist about a reasonably

comprehensive, yet clinically usable ECT cognition assessment battery, and the likely

answer is that it doesn't exist. On the one hand, we use the ubiquitous Mini-Mental State Shapin

Examination MMSE Folstein, 1975, and on the other, a 3-hour Halstead-Reitan neuro- The

psychological battery Reitan and Wolfson, 1985. Clearly, the MMSE is inadequate it is Squire

insensitive to ECT-induced memory changes-patients may score a perfect 30 and yet still Weiner

have very significant deficits, and the full Halstead-Reitan is obviously undoable because

of the time and expertise it requires to administer. We need a middle ground. volfe
In order not to be overly simplistic, one must also acknowledge that the lack of such a

battery is testimony to the difficulty of the problem: Memory is so complex and ECT's

effects on it also so varied, that it is difficult to pick and choose the best tests to assess

memory function in a clinically useful way. But surely it is not impossible, despite

disagreements among neuropsychologists about which tests are preferable preferences

which may be based on idiosyncratic viewpoints, and despite a reluctance to bridge the

gap between research and the clinic. Every new ECT research project that involves

memory assessment has a complex, "time-is-no-object" battery designed for its specific

needs. Some of our neuropsychological expertise should be harnessed and redirected to

the clinic.

What is needed, in my view, is a battery that could be administered in approximately

21 minutes, given before, several times during, and shortly after, a course of ECT. It

would enable the treating physician and the patient to objectively assess whether the

effects of ECT on cognition were trivial, moderate, or severe. Reliable information of this

type would often be helpful in clinical decision-making about various treatment pararn

eters, including number and spacing of treatments, electrode placement, and stimulus

dosing.
,

Memory is often equated with the very essence of a person's "being." As such,

discussions about ECT's effects on memory deserve our most careful consideration. The

Ct'nv,d.cj;e flier, Vol. 12, Nu. 3, 1996
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ct and
subject can be dealt with in a way that eases, rather than heightens, patients' apprehen

_tab e,
sions. For the majority of patients, the decision to trade a few weeks of impaired memory

tins Ot
for the return to health and functioning is a very straightforward one.
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